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A Field Hanging 
 

Excerpt from Ilia Ehrenberg’s novel “Storm” 
 

 
            The events take place in a Russian village occupied by Nazis’ troops on 
approach avenues to Stalingrad, in summer 1942.  
 
…After the lunch everybody had a rest, but Keller didn’t feel like sleeping. He took up 
reading, but the novel appeared boring: some neurasthenic student, a baron’s son, a 
girl, lame but beautiful, talks about some inheritance and eternity of love; already 
ninety pages and nothing had happened so far… he put the book aside and started 
amusing himself by frightening the girl: went through the motions as if he was 
shooting at her and then threw some biscuits to her. She was too scared to pick them 
up, silly girl…What a cowed people! “If I were the same guy as before, I would get to 
research them; one can find all races among Reds… It is boring anyway.” 
 
He sang: 
Lotta, Lotta, Lotta, where’re you?  
Lotta’s gone; the last night’s girl’s gone too… 
 
He whistled up the puppy to let him pick up the biscuits, as he thought it might have 
been hungry, but the puppy hid somewhere and took to abominable yapping. Keller 
couldn’t get asleep… 
 
He dozed off finally, but some noise coming from outside awakened him. Six o’clock… 
“So I slept for a couple of hours, that’s good! What the hell is all this noise about?! It 
can’t be another alarm, no way! Lieutenant Krause gave his word we would be off for 
three days.” 
 
Willy ran in excited. “You were sleeping, weren’t you? A Russian spy had been caught, 
Leutnant Krause interrogated her. They will hang her now, right away – a war is a 
war… I didn’t know nothin’, was playing cards with Strauss, and then heard them 
shouting that Pfegler had caught a Russian, he found two hand grenades on her, such 
a bitch… Then Leutnant Krause came out and said: “We will hang her now.” He 
ordered to Strauss to write on a piece of plywood that a “bandit is hanged” and gave 
him sample Russian letters to copy. Strauss knows how to write, a real artist! Let’s go 
see!” 
  
Willy rushed forward, he couldn’t wait, but came back in a moment: “I forgot to put a 
new film into my camera, used up the whole roll yesterday, this is going to be some 
picture!” 
 
The girl was wearing a grey dress, already torn at her chest, her hands were tied 
together. She was young, about seventeen or eighteen; she didn’t look like a 
terrorist, kind eyes, high forehead, sleek hair parted in the middle and combed back; 
she was likely sent over from the city…  
 
Keller couldn’t avert his eyes from a piece of her swarthy body showing through the 
tear. Unteroffizier Stellbrecht came up to lieutenant Krause. “Shouldn’t we rather 
send her to the Feldgendarmerie?”  
“Why? She told me herself she was going to throw the grenades at the fuel truck. The 
police job isn’t our responsibility at all! These gentlemen are too scared to show up at 
the front line… I am a Reichswehr Offizier, not Gestapo or Gandarmerie.” He took a 
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pause, and then added: “I don’t think violence was appropriate here, it can only make 
the resistance stronger.” 
“I didn’t even touch her, sir, Mueller and Pfegler tore her dress when she was trying 
to escape.” 

 
Gefreiter Vergau was commissioned with the task of hanging the girl. He was a young 
fellow, son of a creamery owner; he used to be a head of Hitlerjugend, Hitler Youth, 
in Holstein.  Once he found two communist-women and an old Jew in a small place of 
Millerovo and hanged them himself. Keller had a double feeling to him: contempt for 
his roughness on the one hand, and envy on the other, this younger generation had 
no prejudices, they took everything so easy.  
 
Vergau put the girl on the stool and fixed a rope to a thick branch; then hung on his 
hand to make sure the branch would stand to the weight of the girl.  
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Willy thrust the camera to Keller’s hand. “Take a picture like if I am hanging her, I 
have set everything, just push this button…” 

 
The girl shouted out something. During this year Keller has learned some Russian, yet 
he couldn’t make out a word. With a deft kick Vergau kicked out the stool from under 
the Russian. The girl made a few twitches.  
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An old superstitious peasant Schmidt (who always wore a couple of amulets on his 
chest) produced a sad sigh: “Doesn’t look good to me…” 
Pfegler cursed and said: “She should have been given away to us first! Sure, Leutnant 
doesn’t give a shit – he keeps one for himself locked up in the house.”  
Willy looked very excited, he said to Keller: “Amazing! I am afraid I didn’t give it 
enough exposure, too little light... I will definitely send one picture to Irma. When I 
come back on my leave, she will come by to see me, right as rain.” 
Everyone around was talking about the girl, with neither malice, nor pity. Their words, 
even curses, sounded pensive and dreamy… 
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